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In this paper we introduce a product Ml @ M2 of two loopless matroids Ml 
and Mz . This product includes the k expansion of a matroid as a special case. 
We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the product of two matroids 
to be connected, base orderable, or binary. We prove that if Ml and MS are two 
matroids on the same set such that Ml @ NI N M2 @ NZ , then Ml N Mz and 
NI N NZ . We obtain a necessary and sufkient condition for the automorphism 
group of Ml 0 M2 to be the Kranz group of the automorphism groups of Ml 
and Mz. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
A matroid M(E; /3) is a finite set E together with a nonempty collection 
p(M) of subsets of E, called bases, such that 
(i) all bases have the same cardinality, 
(ii) if B, and B2 are bases, and x E B, , there exists y E B, such that 
(B,\(x)) u {u} is also a base. The common cardinality of the bases is called 
the rank of M and denoted by r(M). A subset of E is an independent set if it is 
contained in some base. Any subset which is not independent is dependent. 
A singleton dependent set is a loop and a circuit is a minimal dependent set. 
The collection of all circuits of A4 is denoted by V(M). M is connected if every 
two distinct elements of E are contained in a circuit of M. M is t uniform if all 
t subsets of E are bases of M. The dual M* of M is the matroid on E consisting 
of bases of the form E\B where B is a base of M. 
Let M be a matroid on E and let A be a nonempty subset of E. The 
reduction submatroid A4 x A is the matroid on A with bases 
P(M x A) = (B n A: B E ,8(M): B n A is maximal). 
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If Mr )..,, MI, are k matroids on disjoint sets El ,..., Ek , respectively, the 
sum Ml + ..* + Mk of MI )..., Mk is the matroid on &, Ei with bases 
i%M, -7 ... + Mk.) = fi B,: Bi E p(MJ, i = I ,..., k 
i=l 
Every matroid M on E can be expressed uniquely as the sum of connected 
reduction submatroids M x Ai where Ai 2 E. Each M x Ai is called a 
component of M. 
Two matroids Ml on E, and M, on Ez are isomorphic (written M, ‘v M,) 
if there is a bijection 8: El -+ Ez such that BE /3(M,) if and only if 
B(B) E jl(M,). Such 0 is called an isomorphism. An isomorphism of a matroid 
with itself is called an automorphism. The collection of all automorphisms of 
a matroid M is called the automorphism group of M and will be denoted by 
A(M). 
Throughout the rest of this paper all matroids considered are assumed to 
be loopless. 
2. PRODUCT OF MATROIDS 
Let Ml and M, be two matroids on E and F, respectively. Let 9 denote the 
collection of all subsets of E x F of the form 
where B E fl(M,), B, E /3(M,) for e E E, and fe E B, for e E E\B. (For notational 
convenience we write x for the singleton set {x}.) 
THEOREM 1. 9 forms the collection of all bases of a matroid on E x F. 
Proof. Let D1 and D, be members of 9. Then 
D, = ( eg (e X BJ) ” ( aG& (e x (Be\fe)))y 
1 
4 = (,g 
2 
(e x B,‘)) u ( ..gB (e x U%‘\fef))) 
for some Bl , B, E /3(M.J, B, , B,’ E p(M.J, where e E E, fe E B, where e o E\B, , 
and f,’ o B,’ where e E E\B, . Since all bases of a matroid have the same 
cardinality, it follows that 1 D1 j = 1 D, I. 
Let (e, ,f) E D, . If e, E B, n B, , then by (ii) there exists a g in B:, such 
that (Bell f> u g E P(S). Clearly (D,\(e, , f)) u (e, , g) E: 9. If el E CWl) n 
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(E\B&, then there exists g E $\& such that ((Be,\fe,)\f) u g is an inde- 
pendent set of cardinality r(M,) - 1. Clearly (&\(e, , f)) u (e, , g) E 9. If 
e, E (E\B,) n B, , then there exists g E Bi, such that ((Be,\fe,)\f) u g is an 
independent set of cardinality r(M,) - 1. Hence (D,\(e, , f)) u (e, , g) E 9. 
Finally if e, E B1 n (E\B,), then (B,\e,) u e2 E /3(&f,) for some e2 E B, . 
Clearly e2 E E\B, and there exists g E Bi, such that 
B = (&,\A?,) u g E B(h). 
It then follows that 
(b\(e, , f)> u (ez j s> = ( ecge, te >: 4)) u (e, x @ u (el x &if)> 
1 
U 
( 
u e x (B,\\ji) E 9. 
&E\B1)\P, 1 
This completes the proof. 
We shall denote the matroid on E x F whose bases are elements of 9 
by Ml @ M, . Mr @ Mz is called the product of M1 and Mz . Notice that 
OfI 0 MJ = r(MJ r(MJ + (I E I - 4MlMM2) - 1) 
= I E I Of,) - I E I + r(MJ. 
The following determines the circuits of Ml @ MB . 
THEOREM 2. C is a circuit of Ml @ M, if and only if 
C = u (e x B,) for SOme G E WMA, Be E &WA 
EC1 
or 
C=exC, .for some e E E, C, E g(M,). 
Proof: The sufficiency can be shown easily from Theorem 1. To prove the 
necessity, let C be any circuit of Ml @ Mz . 
Case 1. C = e x J for some e in E, J CF. Clearly J must be dependent. 
If J properly contains a dependent set J1 , then e x J1 is a dependent set 
properly contained in C, which is a contradiction. Hence J E ‘e(M&. 
Case 2. C = lJILl (ei x GJ, where Gi # + for all i, m > 2, and e, # ej 
for distinct i and j. If some Gi is dependent, then ei x Gi is a dependent set 
properly contained in C, a contradiction. Hence all the Gi must be inde- 
pendent. Jf for all i, Gi $ p(M,), then by Theorem 1, C is contained in a base 
of Ml @ Mz , which is impossible. Hence the set C, = {ej: G, E p(M,)) # $. 
It is easily seen that C, is dependent. Now if C, properly contains a dependent 
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set C, , then tJcdECZ (ei x GJ is dependent since it is not contained in any 
base of M, @ Mz . Hence C, is a circuit and ueioc, (ei x GJ is a circuit. 
However, Ue,sC1 (ei x Gi) L C, therefore ue,EC1 (ei x Gi) = C. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
If M, is / E 1 uniform, then by Theorem 1, M, @ M, is isomorphic to the 
sum of / E / matroids each of which is isomorphic to M, . 
If M, is 1 uniform, then by Theorem 1, Ml @ M, becomes the matroid 
described in [9] by Welsh. In this case MI @ A4, is denoted by MjFI. 
If M, is 1 F / uniform, then by Theorem 2, Ml @ M, becomes the 1 F j 
expansion of MI introduced by Murty in [8]. In this case MI @ M2 is denoted 
by M,(l F 1). 
THEOREM 3. Let Ml and M, be two matroids on E and F, respectively. 
Then : 
(a) If M, is not 1 E j uniform and M, is t uniform, then (Ml @ M,)* = 
M,* @ R, where R, is (1 F 1 - t + 1) uniform on F. 
(b) (M,,+...+M,,)OM,=M,,OM,+...+M,,OM,. 
(c) If El and Fl are nonempty subsets of E and F, respectively, then 
‘G((M, @ M,) x (E, x Fl)) C V((M, x EJ 0 (M, x Fl)). (1) 
Equality holds ifand only fr(M,) = r(M, x FJ or M, x E, is 1 El I uniform. 
Proof. We omit the easy proof of (a) and (b). 
The inclusion (1) follows easily from Theorem 2. Now let C E 
%(( M, x E,) @ (M, x Fl)). 
Case I. C = e x Cz where C, E %‘(M, x Fl). Clearly C is also a circuit 
of (M, (3 M,) x (E, x Fl). 
Case 2. C = UEECl (e x V,) where C1 E %‘(M, >: E,), V, E /3(M, x Fl). 
It is not hard to see that 
C E w((M, 0 M,) x (6 x Fd) -3 ve E B(M,) Qe E Cl 
o r(Mg x Fl) = r(M& 
Since Case 2 arises only if M, x El is not 1 El / uniform, Theorem 3(c) 
follows. 
From Theorem 3(c) and (a), respectively, we have 
COROLLARY 1. For each e E E, (M, @ M,) x (e x F) ‘V M, . 
COROLLARY 2. M, is not j E ! uniform implies that 
( MiF’)* = M,*(I F 1). 
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Remark. Let MI , M, , and M3 be three matroids on E, F, and G, respec- 
tively. Then it is easily checked that 
However, MI @ (M, @ Ma) + (MI @ M,) @ M3 in general. For example, 
let Mi be an i-uniform matroid on { 1,2, 3}, i = 1,2,3. Then MI @ (Mz @ M3) 
has a circuit of cardinality 16 but (MI @ M,) @ MS does not have. Hence 
(Ml 0 MJ 0 M, T+ Ml 0 CM2 0 My). 
3. SOME HEREDITARY PROPERTIES 
THEOREM 4. Let Ml and M, be two matroids on E and F, respectively, 
where 1 E / 3 2. Then Ml @ Mz is connected if and only if Ml is connected. 
Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 3(b). To prove the sufficiency 
consider two distinct elements (e, ,fJ and (eZ ,fi) of E x F. 
Case 1. e, = e, . Then fi # fz . Since M, has no loops, either {fi , fi) is 
independent or {fi , fi} is a circuit. If {fi ,fi} is a circuit, then by Theorem 2, 
((el , fi), (ez , fi)> is a circuit of Ml @ Mz . If {fi , fJ is independent, choose 
B E /?(M,) such that B 3 {fi , fi} and C E %‘(M,) such that e, E C, then 
urEC (e Y B) is a circuit of MI @ MO containing (e, , fi) and (ez , fi). 
Case 2. e1 # e2 . Since Ml is connected, {e, , ez$ is contained in a circuit C 
of Ml. Let B, E p(A4,) such that fI E B,, , fi E BP2 where e E C. Then 
Uc.EC (e x B,) is a circuit of MI 0 M, containing {(el .fi), (e2 ,fJ]. 
Hence Ml @ M, is connected. 
Let AI and AZ be two nonempty independent sets of equal cardinality of a 
matroid M. A bijection a: A, + A, is an exchange ordering between A, and A, 
if for every a E A, , (Al\a) u u(a) and (A,\u(a)) u a are independent sets of 
cardinality i A, I. M is said to be base orderable if for any two bases B1 and B, 
of M, there exists an exchange ordering between B, and B, . 
LEMMA I. Let Al , A, be nonempty subsets of bases B, , B, of a matroid M, 
respectively, such that 1 A, / = 1 A, /. Then an exchange ordering u between B, 
and B, induces an exchange ordering between A, and A, . 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case when / A, 1 = I B, / - I. Let 6, E Bi 
such that Bi = Ai u bi , i = 1, 2. If o(A,) = A, , then clearly o is an 
exchange ordering between A, and A, . If a(A,) # AZ , let a, = o-l(b,), 
a, = o(b,). Then 6: A, + A, defined by 
G(aJ = a2 , G(a) = a(a), 
is an exchange ordering between A, and A, . 
a 5 &\a, , 
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THEOREM 5. Let MI and M, be matroids on E and F, respectively. Then 
MI @ M2 is base orderable if and only if Ml and M, are base orderable. 
Proof. Necessity. Since a reduction submatroid of a base-orderable 
matroid is base orderable and (M, @ M,) x (e x F) N M, , it follows 
that M, is base orderable. To show that MI is base orderable, let B1 and B, 
be two bases of MI and let B be a base of M, . Let f be a fixed element of B. 
Then 
D, = (B, x B) u 
( 
u (e x 
esE\B, 
P\f I,), 
4 = (4 x B) u ( esiB (e x (B\fN) 
are bases of MI @ M, . Let o: D1 + D, be an exchange ordering. For each 
e E E, g E B\f, we have (e, g) E D, n D, . Since u(Dl CT D2) = D, n D, , it 
follows that for each e E B1 , u(e, f) = (e’, f) for some e’ E B, . Define a 
mapping CJ*: B, -+ B, as 
u*(e) = e’ if a(e, f) = (e’, f). 
Let e, E Bl . Let B1’ = (B,\e,) u cT*(eI), B,’ = (B,\o*(eI)) u e, . Then 
(4\h , f )) u (a*(eA f) = (B,’ r: B) u 
( 
u ( 
ecE\B1’ 
e y (B\f))), 
(&\(u*(eA f)) u (el , f) = (B2’ x B) U 
( 
.sgB 
2’ 
(e x (B\f )))- 
Since (4\(el , f )) u (u*(e,), f) and (D2\(o*(el), f )) u Ce, , f) are bases of 
Ml @ M2 , it follows that Br’, B,’ E /3(M,). This proves that Ml is base 
orderable. 
Sufficiency. Let D1 and D, be bases of MI @ M, . Then 
D, = (.i (e x B.)) u ( ee& (e x (Be\f,)))2 
D2 = tegl (e x B,‘)) ” (.=tB, (e x (B,‘\h’)))Y 
2 
where B1 , B2 E fl(M,), B, , B,’ E p(M,) (e E E) and fe E B, (e E E\B,), fe’ E B,’ 
(e E E\B,). For each e E E, let u,: B, 4 B,’ be an exchange ordering. By 
Lemma 1, there is an exchange ordering 0, between B,\fe and B,‘\f,’ for each 
e E (E\B,) n (E\B,). Also let 7~: B1 --f B, be an exchange ordering. Let 
7: D1 + D, be defined as 
de,f) = k 4f )) for e E B, n B, , f E B, , 
de,f) = (e, G,(f)) for e E @\&) n @\&A f c B,\f@ , 
de,f) = (e, a,(f)) for e E B, n (E\,B,), f c B,\h, , 
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where o,(h,) = fe’, 
v(e,.f) = (5 4f)) for e E (E\BJ n & , SE &Me , 
77(e, 4) = (7+9>, wekhe~>> for e E BI n (E\B,). 
Then it is easily seen that 17 is an exchange ordering between D, and D, . 
Hence MI @ M, is base orderable. 
A matroid M is binary if for any two distinct circuits C, , C, of M, the 
symmetric difference C, A C, contains a circuit of A4 [6]. 
THEOREM 6. Let MI and Mz be two matroids on E and F, respectively. The 
MI @ MS is binary fund only if 
(i) &II and M2 are binary, 
(ii) V(M,) # 4 and %‘(M,) # 4 imply that every circuit of Mz is of 
cardinality 2. 
ProoJ Necessity. Since a reduction submatroid of a binary matroid is 
binary, it follows from Corollary 1 that Mz is binary. 
Let C, and C, be distinct circuits of MI, Let B E @(M,). Then 
Lc, (e x B)) A (Lc~ ( e x B)) = UeeClaCz (e x B) contains a circuit of 
Ml 0 M2 . Clearly Ueqac, (e x B) cannot contain any circuit of the form 
e’ x C’, where C’ E V(M&. Hence 
u (e x B) 1 u (e x BJ 
e”C,AC, t?EC 
for some C E @(MI) and B, E p(M,). This implies C, n C, 3 C. Hence MI 
is binary. 
Now suppose %‘(M,) # $ and V(M2) # 4, Let C = (cl ,..., c,} be a 
circuit of M, . Suppose n > 3. Let Q E %‘(M,). Let BE /3(M,) such that 
B 1 {cz ,..., c,>. Let e, E Q. Then 
( eg (e x B)) 
r\ (el x C) = 
( 
u (e x B) u (e, Y (B A C)) 
eE O\e, 1 
must contain a circuit of MI @ Mz . In view of Theorem 2, this implies that 
B n C either contains a circuit or a base of M, . This is impossible since 
B n C is independent and 1 B n C 1 < 1 B (. Hence / C / = 2. 
Sufficiency. Let J1 and Jz be two distinct circuits of MI @ Mz . 
Case 1. J1 = Ue.c, @ x 41, J2 = UIECZ (e x G,), where Cl, G E WW, 
B, E /3(Mz) (e E C,), G, E p(M2) (e E C.J. If C, # C, , then MI is binary 
implies C, n C, 1 C for some C E @(MI). Hence 
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If C, 1 C, , then for some e, E Cr , BeI # Gel and hence %?(M,) # 4. Take 
fr E Bel\G,, . Let Q E V(M,) such that Q c Gel ufi . Since 1 Q 1 = 2, clearly 
Q\fi E G,l\B,l . Therefore 
J1 A J, 1 e, x Q E @(Ml @ M,). 
Case 2. JI = e1 x Ql , Jz = e2 x Qz , where Qi , Qz E %(M,). If e, f ep, 
clearly J1 n J, > Jr . If e, = e2, then Qr G Qz 2 Q for some Q E %(M,) 
and hence J, A J, >_ e, x Q E %(M, @ M,). 
Case 3. J1 = UecCl (e x B,), J, = e, x C, , where i3, E /3(M,), C, E 
%‘(M,), ( C, I = 2. If e1 $ C1 , then J1 n Jz 3_ Jz . If e, E C, , then 
J1 A J, = i (j (e x B) u (e, x (BeI G GN. =C,\% ) 
Either Be1 A Cz 2 B,, or Be1 A C, E p(M,). Hence J1 A J2 3_ J1 or J1 A Jz f 
+wf, 0 MA. 
Hence M, @ Mz is binary. 
A matroid on a set E is called a transversal matroid if its bases are the 
maximal partial transversals of a family of subsets of E. The product of 
two transversal matroids need not be transversal. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let M1 be 2 uniform on { 1, 2, 3) and let M, be 1 uniform on 
(4, 5). Then M1 @ M? is a nontransversal matroid [7, p. 1161. 
4. A UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
THEOREM 7. Let Ml , Nl , Mz , and Nz be four matroids on E, F, G, and H, 
respectively. If Ml @ Nl N Mz @ Nz and / E I = j G (, then Ml z M2 , 
iVl N N2. 
Proof. Let 7: E x F + G x H be an isomorphism from M, 0 Nl to 
Mz@Nz. Since IEl =/G\ we have IFI = /HI. We shall first prove 
that Ml N Mz . Let E = {e, ,..., e,} and G = {g, ,..., gn}. Then 
rl(elXF)u~~~uq(e,xF)=(g,xH)u~~~u(g,x H). 
Since 1 ei x F j = 1 gj x H 1 for all i and j, it follows from [7, Theorem 9.2.3, 
p. 1491 that the families {q(el x F) ,..., ~(e, x F)} and {g, x H ,..., g, x H} 
possess a common transversal, say, {q(el ,fe,),..., $e, ,fPn)l. Hence 
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for some permutation u on 1,2,..., n, and some hi E H. Let 8: E -+ G be the 
mapping defined by 
@i> = go(i) 9 i = I,..., n. 
If both MI and M, are / E ( uniform, clearly MI N M, . We may assume 
without loss of generality that MI is not ) E 1 uniform. Let C E %(M,). 
For each e E C, choose B, EP(N& such that fe E B, . By Theorem 2, 
UEEC (e x B,) E Y;‘(M, @ N,). Hence v(ueGc (e x B,)) E V(M, @ N.J. Clearly 
77((J,,c (e x B,)) f g x C, for all g E G, C, E V(NJ. Hence by Theorem 2, 
for some Q E %‘(M,), H, E /3(N,). From (2) and (3), we see that B(C) C Q. 
Hence by (3), r(N,) < r(N,). Similarly by considering the isomorphism 7-l 
we have r(N,) < r(NJ. Hence r(N,) = r(N,). This implies that ( C 1 = / Q [ 
and hence B(C) = Q. Hence 8 preserves circuits. Similarly 8-l also preserves 
circuits. This proves that MI N Mz . 
We now proceed to prove that Nr N N, . Since 
r(M, (3 NJ = ] E I r(N,) - I E ~ $ r(M,) 
= r(M, @ N2) = 1 G / r(NJ - / G / + r(M,), 
and Y(MJ = r(M,), it follows that r(N,) = r(N,). Hence if N1 is / F / uniform 
or 1 uniform, clearly Nr z N?. We now assume that N1 is neither I F j 
uniform nor 1 uniform. 
Let NI x Q1 ,..., Nr x QTrr be all the components of NI and let Nz x Z, ,..., 
N, x Zt be all the components of N, . Let Q E {Q, ,..., Qm} such that 
I Q / 3 2. Let e E E. We shall show that q(e x Q) = d x Z, for some FE G, 
and some 1 < j < t. Note that there exist circuits S, ,..., Sk of Nr such that 
Q = ut, S, and S1 n Sj # $ for all i. Since c x S1 E V(M, @ N,), 
q(e x S,) E %‘(M, &I N,). If T(e x S,) = IJclcc, (g x D,) for some C, E @(M,) 
and D, E p(N,), g E C, , then 
which is a contradiction. Hence T(e x S,) = e‘ x P, , for some BE G and 
some PI E ‘g(N,). Since 
de x W f-7 v(e x &> f A i-2 k, >.‘., 
it follows that q(e x Si) = e x Pi for some Pi E V(N,). Hence T(e x Q) = 
E? x P where P = UE, Pi . Clearly N, x P is connected and hence P C Zj 
for some J’. Similarly by considering the isomorphism v-l, we have 
~-l(e‘ x Z,) -== e x A’ for some X, and Nl x X is connected. Since X > Q, 
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it follows that X = Q. Hence P = Zj and T(e x Q) = k x Zj . Similarly 
for any g E G and any Z E {Z, ,..., Z,} such that ) Z I > 2, v-l(g x Z) = 
g x Qi for some g” E E and some 1 < i < m. Therefore for any e E E, and 
any Q E tQ1 ,..., Q,}suchthatIQj=l,~(e~Q)=;~Z~forsometoG 
and some 1 < j < t and vice versa. Consequently we have m = t and 
(T(e x Ql) : e E E) u . ..u(~(e x Q?J:eEE) 
={gxZ,:gEG}u -.-u{g x Z,:gEG}. (4) 
In view of [7, Theorem 9.2.3, p. 1491, 
and 
{{q(e x QJ : e E El,..., Me x Qm> : e E E33 
{{g x Z, : g E- Gj,..., {g x Zm : g E Gil 
have a common transversal. Therefore 
rlh, x Qd = a, x Zocl) , 
0 
rl(%, x Pm) = am x &,A , 
for some a o S, , ej, E E, g,$ E G, i = I,..., m. Let rr: F * H be defined as 
follows: If f~ Qi and y(ej, ,f) = (g,, , j‘), let n(f) = f. Then it is clear 
that v and 7-l map circuits to circuits. Hence N1 N Nz . 
EXAMPLE 2. Let M, , N1 , A4, , iV, be four l-uniform matroids on E, F, 
G,H,respectively,suchthatjE\IFl=jG[/HI and\EI#IGI.Then 
Ml @ N1 and M, @ N, are isomorphic l-uniform matroids. However, 
M1 & Mz and Nr 74 Nz . 
5. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS 
The automorphism group of a matroid was considered by Harary, Piff, 
and Welsh [4]. They showed that given any finite group H, there exists a 
matroid whose automorphism group is isomorphic to H. 
In this section we show that in most cases the automorphism group of the 
product of two matroids M1 , A4, , is the Kranz group of the automorphism 
groups of Ml and Mz . We shall need the following definition: A matroid M 
on E is said to have property (P) if for every two distinct elements e1 , e, of E, 
there exists a circuit C such that 1 C n (e, , ez)l = I. 
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THEOREM 8. Let MI and M, be two matroids on E and F, respectively, 
where 1 E j > 2, 1 F j > 2. Then the automorphism group of Ml @ M2 is the 
Kranz group of the automorphism groups of MI and M, , 
if and o&y if the following conditions hold: 
(i) M, is 1 untform implies every two-element subset of E is independent, 
(ii) Mz is not connected implies MI has property (P). 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose M, is 1 uniform. Let e, , e2 be distinct elements 
of E and fl E F. Assume that {e, , eZ} is dependent. Consider the following 
permutation 19 on E x F 
4el A = (ez A, @2 A) = (6 A>, 
@(e,f) = kf) 
otherwise. Since B E p(M, @ M2) if and only if B = uesB, (e, fp) for some 
BI E p(M,), fe E F, it is easily seen that 0 (= 8-r) preserves bases. Hence 
0 E A(M, @ M,) and 0 4 A(M,)[A(M,)]. We have a contradiction. This shows 
that {e, , e,} is independent. 
Now suppose Mz is not connected. Then M, = (Mz x FI) + ... + 
(M2 x FJ, where Mz x Fi , 1 < i < k, are components of M2. Assume 
that there exist distinct elements e r , e2 of E such that every circuit containing 
one of ei must contain {e 1 , e.J. Define a permutation r9 on E x F as follows: 
e(e, 9 f> = (ez , f) vfE&, 
e(e, T f> = 63 J) QfsFl, 
@A = (e,f) otherwise. 
We shall show that 0 preserves all circuits. Let CE ??(M,). Then C _C Fi 
for some i. Clearly, if C _C Fx then O(e, x C) = e2 x C and B(e, x C) = 
e, x C; otherwise e(e x C) = e x C. Next consider a circuit 2 of the form 
LO (e x Be) where Q E e(Ml), B, E P(MJ. If Q n {e,, 4 = A then 
clearly e(Z) = Z E V(M, @ MJ. If Q n {e, , ez} # 4, then Q 1 {e, , e,). 
Let B, = IJi”_, Bei, where Bei E p(M, x Fi). Then O(Z) = e, x (BCzl u 
BeI2 v ... v Be,d 
0 e2 x (Bell v Bep2 V .‘. v B,pk) v 
( 
u (e x B,) 
+J~O\(Q.Q~ 1 
E @(MI 0 M,) 
since Bez, v Bet2 v .** v BeIk E /3(M,), Be1, v BeB2 u ..* U B,+ E p(M,). Hence 
0 = 8-l E A(M, @ M,). However, 0 $ A(M,)[A(M,)], a contradiction. This 
proves that MI has property (P). 
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Sufficiency. Let q E A(M, @ M,). We first show that q E SJS,], where 
SE , SF denote the full symmetric groups on E, F, respectively. Suppose the 
contrary, that there exist distinct e, , ez of E such that 
de1 A = (e3 , gd, de2 A) = (e3 , gz) (5) 
for somefi , fi , g, , g, in F and e3 in E. 
Case 1. M, is 1 uniform. By assumption (e 1 , e,} is independent and hence 
{(el , fi), (e2 ,fi)> is independent. But {gl , g,] is a circuit of M, implies that 
{(es, gl), (e3, gz)> is a circuit of MI @ M, . Hence ~7 $ A(M1 @ M,), a 
contradiction. 
Case 2. M, is connected and r(M,) >, 2. There exists a circuit C of M, 
containing {g, , gz}. Theorem 2 and (4) in Theorem 7 imply that 
7).-l(e, x C) = e x Cl 
for some e in E and some circuit C, in M, , a contradiction to (5). 
Case 3. Mz is not connected. By hypothesis, we may assume that there 
exists C, E ‘%?(M,) such that e2 $ C, and e, E Cr. Let B be a base of M, 
containing fi . Consider C = uesCl (e x B) E ??(M, @ M,). q- is an iso- 
morphism implies that v(C) E %‘(M, @ M,). Theorem 2 and (4) in Theorem 7 
imply that 
T(C) = u k x &J (6) 
t?CCz 
for some C, E LI;(M,) and B, E P(M,), e E C, . Since g, $ BPS, M, is not 
I F / uniform. Let M, x Q be a component of M, such that fi E Q. Then (4) 
in Theorem 7 implies that 
de3 x P> = e3 x Z, 
where M, x Z is a component of M, . This is a contradiction to (6) since 
Z n Be3 # $ and (ez x Q) n C = #. 
Therefore q E S,[S,]. Let 7 = [O; 01, : e E El, 6 ES, , a, ES, . Let 
B1 E /3(M,), B, E /3(M,), and f E B, . Then 
7) ,i @ x 4) U (e x (&\f)) 
1 6E\B1 
= eEg ) @ x 4&N 
1 1 ( 
u eeEtB ) (e x 4&W)) E KM1 0 Md. 
1 
This shows that B(B,) E p(M,), q(B,) cz/3(Mz) for every e E O(BJ. Since 
E = UBEBfM,) B(B), it follows that a,(B,) E fl(M,) for every e F E. Since 
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7-l E A(M, @ M,), it follows similarly that O-l(&) E /3(M,), cr;l(B,) E p(A4.J. 
Hence 7 E A(M,)[A(M,)]. Consequently A(M, @ M,) C A(M,)[A(M,)]. It is 
easily verified that A(M,)[A(M,)] _C A(M, @ M,). Therefore A(M, @ MJ = 
A(MlK4wI- 
Remark. When j E j or j F j is I, the automorphism group of M, @ MZ is 
always the Kranz group of A(M,) and A(M,), no such conditions as (i) and 
(ii) being necessary. 
LEMMA 2 [4]. Let M be a matroid on E. Then A(M) = S, ifand only if M 
is t uniform for some 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Ml and Mz be two matroids on E and F, respectively, 
where [ E / 3 2, / F j 2 2. Then A(M, @I A4J = S,[S,] ifand only if 
(i) Mi is ti uniform, i = I, 2, 
(ii) t, = 1 * tl > 2; tz = 1 F / 3 tl < / E 1 - 1. 
Prooj This follows from Lemma 2, Theorem 8, and the fact that 
A(M, @ M,) C S,[S,] implies A(M, @I M,) = A(M,)[A(M,)J. 
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